BTM CULTURAL ACADEMY (R)
Bengaluru - 560076 Ph: 9242461492, 26680244
E-mail: btmca@rediffmail.com Web: btmculture.org

Cordially invites all Music Lovers to the
28th Aradhana Sapthaha
from 06-01-2020 to 12-01-2020

Venue:
Shree Ramana Maharshhi Academy
3rd Cross, 3rd Phase, J.P. Nagar, Bengaluru 560078

All programmes will be LIVE webcast by SHAALE.COM
Our Sincere Thanks to Main Sponsors

Ministry of Culture
Govt. of India
and
Department of Kannada
and Culture
Govt. of Karnataka

06.01.2020 Monday 4.30 p.m.

Ganesha Sthuthi
by Disciples of Vid. Bhramara Subbaramoo

5.15 p.m.

Inauguration
Vid. Smt. Lalgudi Rajalakshmi
Renowned Violin Artist, Bengaluru

Supported by:

Dr. N.V. Shenoy, MBBS, DCH
Shenoy’s Clinic, BTM 1st Stage, Bengaluru - 560 029
Ph: 2668 3218
06.01.2020 Monday 5.30 p.m.

SRI PURANDARADASA KRITHIS

Artists:

Vid. Dr. Kashyap Mahesh

Vid. B.K. Raghu

Vid. Tumkur Ravishankar

Vid. Vyasa Vittala

Supported by:
Smt. G. Gowri, BTM Layout
Kasthuri Sridhara, Jayanagar
Sri Jayaram Jois Memorial - Uma Jois
Smt. Jayasheela Gopalakrishna
Smt. Nagarathna, Jayanagar
Smt. Uma Rao, BTM Layout

07.01.2020 Tuesday 5.30 p.m.

SRI KANAKADASARU & HARIDASAS COMPOSITIONS

Artists:

Vid. Kalavathi Avadhooth

Vid. Vittal Rangan

Vid. H.S. Sudhindra

Vid. B.S. Purushotham

Supported by:
Sri Pathi Adinaranaiah
Smt. Pathi Ramalakshmamma - Endowment
Donor: Pathi Shantha Charitable Trust
Smt. Geetha Malathesh, J P Nagar
Smt. Parvathi Thyagarajan, BTM Layout
Smt. Aarathi, Whitefield
Smt. D.R. Vathsala, Jayanagar
Smt. Kausalya, BTM Layout
08.01.2020  Wednesday  5.30 p.m.

SRI THYAGARAJASWAMY KRITHIS

Artists  ರಾವಿಧಾನರು:

Vid. Palakkad Ramprasad

Vid. Ganesh Prasad

Vid. Arjun Kumar

Vid. Ranganatha Chakravarthi

Supported by:
Sri K.S.S. Raghavan, Koramangala
Sri M.L. Srinivasan Endowment
Maruthi Bhajana Mela - Sri Devi
Smt. Anuthara, USA
Sri Ramasesha, Mysore

09.01.2020  Thursday  5.30 p.m.

SRI JAYACHAMARAJA WODEYAR KRITHIS

Artists  ರಾವಿಧಾನರು:

Kanchana Sisters
Vid. Sriranjani & Vid. Sruthiranjani

Vid. Dr. K.V. Krishna

Vid. Shivasankar Swamy

Vid. B. Rajasekhar

Supported by:
Prof. Geetha Srinivasan - Endowment, J.P. Nagar
Pavagada Family - P.R. Gopalakrishna
Sri V.M. Venkatarajan, Jayanagar
Smt. Suneetha Somasunder, BTM Layout
Smt. Padma Jagannath, BTM Layout
Smt. Nalini Suryaprakash, J.P. Nagar
10.01.2020  Friday  5.30 p.m.

SRI SHYAMASAstry KRITHiS

Artists: 

Vid. G. Ravikiran
Vid. H.M. Smitha
Vid. Jayachandra Rao
Vid. Giridhar Udupa
Vid. Pramath Kiran

Supported by:
Sri M.R. Prashant, Jayanagar
Sri M.S. Srihari, Shastrinagar
Sri A. Gowrishankar, Jayanagar
Sri B.V. Ramanna, J.P. Nagar
Sri N.R. Narasimha Swamy, J.P. Nagar

11.01.2020  Saturday  5.30 p.m.

SRI MUTHUSwamy DIKShiTHAAr KRITHiS

Artists:

Vid. Dr. S. Aswathy Vinu
Vid. Charulatha Ramanujam
Vid. Ananthakrishna Sharma
Vid. Sukanya Ramgopal

Supported by:
Smt. Seethalakshmi Nagaraj Memorial Endowment
Smt. Parvathamma Janniah Memorial Endowment - Prema Rao J.
Avishkar - A Wing of Divarker's Service Trust
Rohit Technical Services - K.R. Betegeri
Vid. Venkat Ayalur, L&T South City
Sri B.R. Hasha, Bengaluru
ARADHANA

12.01.2020

9.30 a.m.

Sunday

9.30 am : Pooja
10.00 am : Seva Groups
10.30 am : Pancharatna Gostigana & Mangalarathi
12.00 Noon : Guruseva Concerts by Artists
12.30 pm : Prasada Viniyoga

Supported by :
Smt. Nandini Hari Rao, Panduranganagar
Sri R. Venkatakrishna, Jayanagar
Sri G.S. Pandurangi, Hubballi
Sri D.R. Srikantiah, Jayanagar
Udupi Gokul Café, BTM Layout
Kasthuri Vrinda

Smt. Prema Rao J
Vid. Bhramara Subbarammoo
Prof. Geetha Srinivasan
Sri M.L. Srinivasan
Smt. G. Gowri
Sri K S S Raghavan
Kasthuri Vrinda
Sri Jayanarayana Ithal
Sri R. Venkatakrishna
Sri M.R. Prashanth
Sri A. Gowrishankar

Donations to Academy are exempt from income tax under 80G of the IT Act

Life Memberships and Endowments Welcome